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A STUDY OF SOME FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE THE ACCURACY
OF PROP OF CORN PLANTERS.
- Object -
The object of this work is to determine, if possible, to what
degree three common factors influence the accuracy of drop of the
two-row corn planter. The factors studied are the shape of kernel,
the kind of drop, and the grade of corn.
Each of these three general factors are subdivided into three
qualitative groups. Three distinct shapes of kernel are used. Cham-
pion White Pearl corn affords a large, broad, rounding kernel as
shown in Figure 1, and Reid's Yellow Dent corn furnishes a long,
narrow kernel as shown in Figure 2. These two shapes being the ex-
tremes, Silver Mine corn is used for an intermediate shape and is
shown in Figure 3. The second factor, the kind of drop, embraces the
three common methods by which planters accumulate the hill, namely,
the edge, flat, and hill system. Hand sorted, unsorted, and machine-
sorted corn is used to demonstrate the third general factor - the
grade of corn.
The final results from which conclusions may be drawn are the
results of the tests in which plates are used .Those kernel cells are
best adapted in size to the particular corn used.
/short preliminary tests were run, when necessary, to ascertain
7hich plate was best adapted. A complete test was then run with this
plate; one was run with the plate whose pits were next larger in size
and one was run with the plate whose pits were tne next size smaller.
These three sizes of plates are designated throughout the work as the
"large", "right",, and "small" plates. In using the large and small
plates, when the results of the tests clearly tended toward a poorer
drop in each direction, it was taken for granted that the best adapt-

Figure 1 Champion White Pearl Corn. ( enlarged )
Figure 3 Silver .'line Corn, (enlarged)

ed plate had been picked for the "right" plate. In cases where the
divergence above and below the best results was not sufficiently
great to give assurance that the right plate had been found, a com-
plete fourth test was run,/ In two groups, as will be seen in Table 1,
the best tests were obtained with the largest plates manufactured for
the particular maohines. In two groups, it will also be noticed that
the best tests fall under the plate designated "small". In these
latter instances further tests were not conducted, for the divergence
for the groups are indicative that the best results were obtained.
The work, then, consists of SI tests according to the following
outline.
I. Champion White Pearl corn
A - Hand -sorted
1 - Edge drop
( a ) large plate
( b ) right "
( c ) smal 1 "
2 - Flat drop
(a) large plate
( b ) right "
( c ) smal 1 "
3 - Hill drop
( a ) large plate
( b ) r i gh t "
(c) small "
3 - TTnsorted
1 - Edge drop
(a) large plate
(b) right "
(c) small »

2- Flat drop
(a) large plat e
( b) r i ght ii
• (e) smal 1 ii
3- Hill drop
(a) 1 ar ge plat e
(b) r i ght ti
( c) small ii
G - : [ a o h i ii e - s o r t e d
1 - Edge drop
(a) large plat e
(b) right ii
(o) smal 1 ii
2 - Flat drop
(a) large plat e
(b) righ + ti
(o) smal 1 ii
3 - Hill drop
(a) large plate
(b) right ii
Co) smal 1 ii
II. Reid a Yellow Dent corn
A Hand-sorted
1 - Edge drop
(a) 1 ar ge plat e
(b) r i ght »
(c) smal ii
2 - Flat drop
(a) large plat e
(b) right ii

- 5 -
Co) sinal 1 plat e
3 - Hill drop
(a) large plat e
(b) right ii
( c) sinal 1 ii
B - U 21 s o r t e d
1 - Edge drop
(a) large plate
(b) r ight ii
(c) small u
2 - Flat drop
(a) large plate
(b) right ii
(o) smal 1 ii
3 - Hill drop
(a) 1 arge plate
(b) r i gh t M
(o) smal 1 II
C -• M achine sorted
1 - Edge drop
(a) large plat e
(b) r ight ii
(o) smal 1 ii
2 - Flat drop
(a) large plat e
(b) right ii
(c) smal 1 it
3 - Hill drop
(a)
(b)
large
right
plate
ii

( c ) smal
1
plat e
III. Silver Mine
A - Hand sorted
1 - Edge drop
( a ) large plat e
(t>) right ii
( e ) small it
2 - Flat drop
( a ) large plat e
( b ) right ti
• ( e ) smal
1
ii
3 - Kill drop
( a ) large plate
( b ) right ii
( c ) smal
1
ii
B - Unsorted
1 - Edge drop
( a ) large plate
( b ) right ii
( o ) smal
1
it
2 - Flat drop
( a ) large plate
•
( b ) right ii
(c) small u
3 - Hill drop
( a ) large plate
(b) right ii
( c ) smal
1
ii
G - Machine sorted
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1 — Ha u. g e drop
\ a ) large
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II
O 111 (ill II
b - Hill drop
(a) large plate
(b) r ight ii
(c) sinal 1 ii
- The Corn Planters and Driving Mechanism -
A Raoine-Sattley "New Way Planter", Number S, model of 1909, was
used for the demonstration of the edge and flat dr^p system of hill
accumulation. A Hayes planter, model of 1910, was used for the hill
drops. The machines were mounted on an exhibition platform in which
belts below the planter shoes carried the drops back toward the ob-
server enabling him to count accurately the number of kernels per
hill. The platform mechanism was driven by a gasoline engine, the
sneed being reduced thru a system of shafting.
On the Racine-Satt ley machine, the platform mechanism drove the
main wheel shaft by chain. From this shaft, the plate shaft was
driven as usual. Exact field conditions were met in all respects re-
lative to the speed of the plate parts, for t.e main wheel shaft re-
voked at such a speed as would result if the machine was moving over
the ground at a rate of 2i miles per hour. The machine was tripped
by a lever attachment operated from the main wheel shaft by a crank

arm, all of which, except the crank arm, was supplied by the manufact-
urer. The machine was tripped as quickly and efficiently by this
method as it would have been in the field by the check wire.
The Hayes planter was also driven from the platform by chains. A
slightly ourved arm fastened to the plate shaft was driven thru the
sector of a circle by a curved arm revolving with the wheel shaft.
These arms were so related that the plate shaft was driven as far as
it would have been by the check wire, and at a speed equal to the
speed had the machine passed the check wire button at a rate of four
miles per hour.
- The Corn -
The corn used throughout the tests was picked from the Agronomy
Department seed-corn racks. Only such ears were picked as were most
characteristic in the desired shape of kernel. The handsorted corn
was that from which the tip, butt and, uneven kernels were removed
from the ear, and the ear then handshelled. The unsorted corn was
handshelled but neither tip, butt nor uneven kernels were removed.
Handsorted corn, run thru a Chatham seed corn grader twice, constituted
the machine-sorted grade ana was of good quality. In picking the
ears from the seed racks, in shelling, and in hand and machine sort-
ing, the sane care was exercised as would be by the intelligent corn
grower. The corn was kept free of cracked kernels.
- The Tests -
Each test consisted of 5000 hills, and the machines in all groups
irere set to drop 3 kernels per hill. Both sides of the planters were
used in each test. After it was found that a difference in accuracy
existed between the sides of the machines, the plates were inter-
changed between the sides at the completion of first half of the test
Tests in which the plates were thus interchanged are indicated in

Table I by a circle. At the beginning of each test, and at the be-
ginning of the second half of each test in which the plates were in-
terchanged, the lioppers were filled with corn to within two inches of
the top.
An observer on each side of the machine recorded the number of ker-
nels per hill on cross-ruled sheets containing 1250 squares, or one
square per hill. The sheets were marked "right" and "left" for use
in the right and left sides of the machines, thus keeping the record
of each plate separate. When pieces of broken kernels appeared in
the hill, that hill was checked as containing a broken kernel but only
the whole kernels were included in the number of kernels for that hill
Two record sheets were thus obtained for each side of the planter
in each test. Each sheet was summed up separately, proved, and its
results then transferred to a final record sheet for that test. On
this final record sheet the results obtained by each plate on each
side are kept separate for reference. The results of the four origi-
nal sheets are then totaled for the number of hills containing Is, 2s,
3s, 4-s, 5s and over, and also for the number of hills containing
broken ke^els. The grand total was proved by referring to 5000 hills
and the percentages were then found and proved. Special remarks of
interest or notes of value were recorded on the final summary sheet
for each test.
-Results -
The totals of the summary sheet for each test are recorded in
Table I, which is a complete record of the work, including the re-
sults obtained from the "large" and "small" plates.
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The "best test for 3-kernel hills in -each group is the one from
which, tc make comparisons for the main conclusions. Table II re-
moves those best 3-kernel drops from Table I to facilitate greater
ease in comparing.
- Table II -
Percentage of the Best 3-Kernel Hill Drops Removed from Table I
for Purpose of Comparison.
Corn Gr ad e
Drop
Edge Flat Hill
Champion
Wh i t e
Pear 1
Hand so r ted 68.8 £5.9 53 .52
Un s o r t e d 68.6S 62.3 56.16
lla-chine sorted 63.46 £4.0 9 56. 5£
Reid's
fellow
Dent
H an d s o r t e d £3.92 81.28 6 9.4
Unsort ed 75.6 so . is' 65. 82,
Machine sorted £6. 88. 12 66.58
S i lver
nine
Hand sor t ed £4.3£ 85 .
5
67.54
Un sorted 7£.9 7o\92 64. 76
Mach ine sorted £0 .06
. £5.54 66.2
From Table II the following conclusions may be drawn,
1 - That the edge drop and flat drop systems gave better
results in 3-kernel hills than the hill drop method in all instances.
2 - That unsorted com gave poorer results than handsorted
except in one group, (Champion White Pearl, hill drop), and gave
poorer results than machine sorted except in one group, (Champion
White Pearl, edge drop).
3 - That handsorted corn gave better results than machine
sorted except in four groups, (Champion White Pearl, hill drop;
Reid's Yellow Dent, edge drop; Reid's Yellow Dent, flat drop; Silver

Mine, flat drop).
H - Tliat the flat drop system gave better results than the
edge drop except in two groups, (Champion White Pearl, unsorted;
Reid's Yellow Dent, hand sorted).
5 - That Reid's Yellow Dent and Silver Hine oorns gave bet-
ter results than Champion White Pearl except in one rroup, (flat drop
hand sorted )
.
- That Reid's Yellow Dent corn gave better results than
Silver Mine except in three groups, (edge drop, hand sorted; edge
drop, unsorted; flat drop, hand sorted).
7 - That the highest percentage of 3 kernel hills was 8S.12
i s? j and the lowest percentage was 53 .52 fo.
- General Comparisons of Best Tests for the 3 Kernel Hill. -
Combining all corns and all grades, and comparing the number of tests
in which the different drop systems entered to give the best tests,
the following dara results.
Number of tests in which edge drop entered S
to give best results (all corns, all'~grades ) 2
/
Number of tests in which flat drojg entered
>to give best results (all corns, all grades ) 7 f
Number of tests in which hill droj entered
to give best results (all corns, all grades ) /
Combining all corns and all drops, and comparing the number of
tests in which the different grades entered to give the best tests,
the comparison follows.
Number of tests in which ftand sorted corn
entered to give best results (all c 'rns,a"li drops) 5
Number of tests in which unsorted corn
entered to give the best results (all corns, all drops)
Number of tests in wfaioh maohlnfl s»rtfflj
entered to give the best results (all corns, all drops) k

- 1 3
Making similar comparisons between the shapes of kernel, combin
ing all grades and all drop systems, the data stands as follows:
Number of tests in which Cha&piofi White Pe arl
entered to give the best results (all grades, "all drops) 1
Number of tests in which R eid ' s Yejlow Dent
entered to give the best results (all grades, all drops) 6
Number of tests in which Silver Mine"
entered to give the best results (all grades/all drops) 2
In the above sets of comparisons the following points should be
not iced :
1 - The superiority of the flat drop system for 3-kernel hills
" "
" hand sorted grade " " it
" " Reid's Yellow Dent corn for "
inferiority » the hill drop system for » »
" "
" un sorted grade •< » »
" Champion White Pearl » " n
2 - «
3 - »
i+ _ «
5 - ii
6 - «
Combining the drop and the grade, with all corns common, we have
an indication as to the best grade of corn for the particular drop
rstem. The following comparisons give the number of tests in which
the different combinations gave the best results:
Number of tests in which ed^e droP
T
hand sort-
ed gave best results, all corns 2
Number of tests in which edge drop, unsortedgave best results, all corns Q
Number of tests in which edge drop, machine
sorted gave best results, all corns \
Number of tests in which flat drop, hand sort-
ed gave best results, all corns
Number of tests in which flat drop, unsorted
gave oest results, all corns
Number of tests in which flat drop, machine
sorted gave best results, all corns

- 1 if -
Number of tests in which hill drop, hand sort-
ed gave best results, all corns 2
Number of tests in which hill drop, unsorted
save best results, all corns
Number of tests in which hill drop, machine
sorted gave best results, all corns i
In these comparisons we notice that hand sorting gave the best
results with the edge and hill drops, while the machine sorted corn
save the best results with the flat drop. m no case did the unsort-
ed grade prove comparably efficient.
Combining the corn and the grade, all drops common, we have an
ndicaticn as to the best grade for the particular corn.
Champion
Wh i t e
Pearl
Reid's
Yellow
Dent
Silver
Number of tests in which Champion White Pearlhand sorted gave best results, all drops
Number of tests in which Champion White Pearl
unsorted gave best results, all drops
Number of tests in which Champion White Pearl
machine sorted gave best results, all drops
'
'Number of tests in which Reid's Yellow Denthand sorted gave best results, all drops
Number of tests in which Reid's Yellow Dent
unsorted gave best results, all drops
Number of tests in which Reid's Yellow Dent
machine sorted gave best results, all drops'
/Number of tests in which Silver Mine,
I hand sorted gave best results, all drops
Mine I
Number of tests in which Silver Mine,
unsorted gave best results, all drops
Number of tests in which Silver Mine
machine sorted gave best results, all drops l
In these comparisons, we see that hand sorting gave the best results
With Champion White Pearl and Silver Mine, while machine sorting
gave the best results with Reid's Yellow Dent. In no case did the
u.-.sorted grade prove comparably efficient.
«
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Combining now the corn and the drop, all grades common, we have
an indication as to the best drop for the particular corn.
C hamp i o n
V'h i t e
Pearl
Re i d • s
Ye 1 1 o¥
Pent
Number of tests in which Champion White Pearl,
edge drop gave best results, all grades ' l
Number of tests in which Champion White Pearl,
flat drop gave best results, all grades ' 2
Number of tests in whioh Cnampion White Pearl
hill drop gave best results, a] 1 grades ' o
li umber of tests in which He id's Yellow Dent,
edge drop gave best results, all grades
Number of tests in which Reid's Yellow Dent
flat drop gave best results, all grades
Number of tests in which Reid's Yellow Dent,
hill drop gave best results, all grades
Number of tests in which Silver iline,
edge drop gave best results, all grades
Number of tests in which Silver Mine,
flat drop gave besi results, all grades
Number of tests in which Silver .line,
hill drop gave best results, all grades
In these comparisons we find that the flat drop system proved most
efficient for all corns, and that in no instance did the hill drop
system prove comparably efficient.
These last three systems of comparisons can be brought together
in a table from which ratios of efficiency of the factors may be
expressed.
Silver
Iline

x'O -
- Table III -
Comparison of the Number of Tests in which the Combinations of
Drop and Corn, Corn and Grade, and Prop and Grade Gave the Best
Results.
All Grades All Drops.
All Grades
All corns
edgf
fj M ft 1)u J Uj
flat
drop
: h i 1
1
drop n • 5 . un s
.
U.S.
C.V/.P. 1 2 2 1 C . ¥ . P .
R . Y . D . 1 2 1 0. 2 R. Y.D,
3 . M
.
3 2 1 S •U •
H.S 2 1 2
Uns
H.S. 1 2 1
edge
drop
flat
drop
hi 1 ]
dr oi
All drops
Ail corns
Totaling the number of tests in Table III in which each separate
factor gave the best results we have the following from which the
ratios may be expressed:
Number of tests in which edge drop entered to
produce best results 5
Number of tests in which flat drop entered to
produce best results ±q
Number of tests in which hill drop entered to
produce best results 3
Number of tests in which hand sorting entered
to produce best results 10
Number of tests in which unsorted corn enter-
ed to produce best results
Number of tests in which machine sorting enter-
ed to produce best results g
Number of tests in which Champion White Pearl
entered to produce best results 6
Number of tests in which Ruid's Yellow Dent

entered to produce best results 6
Number of tests in which Silver Mine entered
to produce best results g
Expressing these sub-factors and their respective values by groups in
the form of a ratio we have
Ed S e d rop :Plat drop :Hill drop as 5:10:3
Hand sorting rUnsorted Machine sorted as 10: q: S
Champion White Pearl:Reid»s Yellow Dent:Silver Mittfl • as 6: 6:6
In a comparison of these ratios, we are impressed with the value of
the flat drop system and hand sorted grade, with the inferiority of
the unsorted grade, and with the equal values of the three shapes of
kernels. The greatest variation between the factors exists in the
grade of com, and placing the three main factors under consideration
in this work in order of their importance to produce the greatest
accuracy of drop for 3-kernel hills we have,- first, the grade of
com.; second, the system of drop, and last, the shape of the kernel.
- Averaging Results of Best Tests for the 3-Kernel Hill -
Averaging results affords a quick method of general comparison
and is a fair method if all factors under consideration are treated
in a like manner. Doing this from Table II we have the following
compari sons
:
Average drop fcr the edge drop system (all corns
Average drop for the flat drop system (all corns,Props \ al 1 grades )
Average drop for the hill drop system (all corns,
all grades)
62.95%
Average drop for the Champion White Pearl com
all drops, all grades '
Average drop for the Reid's Yellow Dent cornCorns (all drops, all grades)
66.61%
7

{Average drop for the Silver Mine corn, (all droos,
all grades) * '76.57$
Grade
^Average drop for the hand sorting (all corns,
all drops)
Average drop for the unsorted corn (all corns,
Nail drops)
Average drop for machine sorting, (all corns,
1 all drops )
75.56*f*
70.15$
75. lSfo
Comparisons of the average results of drops combining tw<~
factors, with the third factor common in each instance, are of inter
est. This is done in Tables IV A, B , and C.
-Table IV A -
Comparison of the Average Results of Drops Combining the
Prop and Corn, All Grades Common. Results
Expressed in %,
Drop
Corn
C . W . P . R.Y.D
.
S • L
.
Edge 66 .96' 6'1 .64 SI, 11
Flat 7 7.43 S3 . 19 S3.&2
Hill 55.42 67.27 66.17
- Table IV B -
Comparison of Average Results of Props Combining the
Grade and Corn, All Drops Common. Results
Expressed in %.
Grade
C orn
C . V . P . R.Y.D. S il
.
H an d sorted o9.41 76'. 02 79. 14
Unsorted 62.36' 73.6'6 74.19
Machine sorted 6£T. 04 &0.23 77.20

- Table IV C -
Comparison of Average Results of Drops Combining Drop and Grade,
all Corns Common. Results expressed in %,
Grade
Drop
Edge Flat Hill
H an d sorted 79.03 63.49
Un sorted 74.39 73. S 62.25
Machine sorted 76.51 S5.92 63.12
Pioking out the best, second best and third best tests from each
of the tables A, 3, and C, and entering in Table IV D, the two fact-
ors entering into these combinations may be readily recognized.
- Table IV D -
Factors Found in the Best, Second Best and Third Best Tests as
taken from the Averages in Tables IV A, B, and C.
Tests Table Co rn Drop Grade
Best A Flat ( all )
Test B R.Y.D
.
( all ) M.S.
C ( all ) Flat M.S .
Second A R.Y.D Flat ( all )
Best 3 S.M, ( all) II . S
.
Tests C ( all ) Flat H . S .
Third A R.Y.D
.
Edge (all)
Best B R.Y.D ( all
)
H. S
Tests
1
C ( all ) Edge H.S.
Table IV D indicates the value of the flat drop system for efficiency
of drop. The hand sorted grade appears throughout the seoond and
third best tests, but not being prominent in the best tests, it
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seems evident from this system of comparison that the values of
machine grading and hand grading are nearly equal. It is to be noted
also that Champion White Pearl corn does not appear in the table.
- Comparing the Tests in Other Respects than in the 3-Kernel Hill -
Thus far the 3-kernel hill has been discussed. It will be notic-
ed in Table I that the number of hills containing 0s, Is, 2s, ifs, 5s
and over, and the number of hills containing broken kernels, vary
v
widely. Table V is composed of the t evmty-se ven best tests, repre-
sented in Table II, with the percentages of other than the 3-kernel
hills added.
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Averaging the results of the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and over, and of the
broken kernel hills for each factor under confederation, we have
Table VI in which comparison nay readily be made.
- Table VI -
Average Number of Hills of Is, 2s, 3s, 4s, 5s, and of Broken Ker-
nel Hills for the Sub-factors Under Consideration,
Fact or Sub-Factor Os Is 2s 3s 4s 5s B
Edge 62 2. 67 15.06 76.64 4.24. 26 1.33
Drop Flat 06 .79 9.5 6'1.31 7.6 64 3.5
Hill .02 .16 15.07 62.95 19.63 1.97 .79
Hand sorted .22 1 . 13 11.72 75.56 10.47
Grad e Unso r t ed .26 1 .49 15.2 70.15
M achine sorted .46 1.29 12. 71 75 . 16
.97 1.7
11.64 1.05 2.46
9.39 .6 7 1.47
Champion White Pearl .64 2.61 16. 74 66.61 11.64 1.27 3.22
Corn Re id ' s Ye 1 low D ent .03 .46 10.49 77.43 10.71 .67 1.06
Silver Mine .07 .55 12.4 76.67 9.37 .74 1.24
In Table VI we notice
1
Drop
2 -
13 -
4 -
Grade
C o rn
7 -
6 -
The high percentage of 0s and Is produced by the edge
drop
.
The low percentage of os and Is produced by the hill
drop.
The high percentage of 2s, 4s, and 5s produced by the
hill drop.
The high percentage of broken kernel hills produced by
the flat drop.
The high percentage of 0s and Is found in the grade
gmups
.
The high percentage of Is, 2s, 4s, 5s, and broken kernel
hills found in unsorted grade.
The high percentage of 0s, Is, 2s, 4s, 5s, and of broken
kernel hills found in Champion White Pearl.
The low percentage of 0s and Is found in Reid's Yellow
Dent and Silver iline corns.

From these inferenoes a suggestion is advanced
1 - that the edge drop is not as accurate as a flat drop
system. The edge drop system was introduced because
it promised theoretically to give a more accurate
drop, the argument being based upon the principle that
corn kernels vary less in thickness than in any other
dimension. During the tests in which broad kernels
were used it was found that a kernel would ofttimes lay
on Its side across the pit thus cutting off the entry.
The kernel was balanced in this position by the weight
of the kernels above it. This condition is without doubt
one cause for the high percentage of Gs and Is in the
edge drop system. A relief to this difficulty could be
had if the kernels reached the plate in the position in
which the plate is to receive it;
2 - that, with few Os and Is in the hill drop method and with
many 2s and 4-s, we may receive more kernels per acre with
the hill drop than with either the edge or flat drop
systems;
3 - that the flat drop stands alone in the number of hills
produced which contain cracked kernels. A study of the
cause of this revealed the following facts. The plate
pits in the flat drop plates are wide in order to reoeive
a kernel on its side. Two kernels on edge or three on
end may enter a pit as well as one on its side. When
this occurs, the two or three kernels advance to the cut-
off where they are caught and cracked off because they
are extending above the surface of the plate. Here
again if the kernels reached the plate in the position
in which the plate is to receive them, this difficulty
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could be eliminated to a great extent. It nsut be re-
membered
,
however, that cracked ' kernels are not ob-
jectionable unless we obtain a poorer test by virtue of
the cracking. In spite of the fact that the flat drop
system gave the highest percentage of cracked kernels,
it also gave, on the whole, better results. The crack-
ing then is not to be Held against it for accuraoy of
drop. However, the question is, could not even better
results be obtained if the cracking was eliminated?
4- - that the reason why machine' sorted corn does not do aa
well as the hand sorted on the whole, is because the
snail, but otherwise perfectly formed kernels ,are removed.
This is suggested by the high percentage of Os found in
the machine sorted grade. In the hand sorted grade, tho
the shape of the kernels was nearly constant, the size
varied because not all ears were of the same diameter and
of the same number of rows of kernels per ear. In
machine sorting the variations in size is diminished,
which fact may loan a suggestion as to why hand sorted
corn is more congenial in combinations and with plate
conditions and movements;
5 -that extremely wide kernels are not best adapted for high
accuracy of drop. A sample of Champion White Pearl corn
was sent to the Rac ine-Sat t ley Company, and to the Hayes
Pump and Planter Company. Specially prepared plates for
this corn were received for each company, so the results
are comparable with the results obtained with the other
corns.
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In comparing the results of the 3-kernel hills many facts point
toward the inferiority of some factors over others. In many in-
stances, especially in the hill drop tests, a sacrifice of 3-kernel
hills means an increase in the 2 and 4--kernel hills. The value of
some factors is materially changed if we average the number of ker-
iels dropped in 100 hills of 2-kernel, 3-kernel, and 4--kernel hills
taken together, the percentage of each of which is given in Table V.
(A) Comparing the efficiency of the different drops in this re-
spect, we may form a ratio of efficiency for the number of kernels
per acre as influenced by the drop.
Average of 2-kernel hills for edge drop, all corns, all grades 15. 06^
" i 3 " " " » " » " « it 76.62"?
" 1+ » » » » ir ii ii it f t z c i?J • J ft
100 hills from edge drop system will then contain 274 kernels.
Average of 2-kernel hills for flat drcp,all corns, all grades 9.5 %
• ...» 3 » ii. ii ii ii H H ii ii si, 31%
" 4 " " » » » » ii ii it 6.5 7^
100 hills from flat drop system will then contain 2S3 kernels.
Average of 2-kernel hills for hill drop, all corns, all grades 15.07^
"
" 3 " " " " » »» " " w 62.95 <$
"
" 4 " » ii » ii ii ii it it 19. #5$
100 hills from hill drop system will then contain 29S kernels.
A perfect drop would mean 300 kernels per 100 hills. Calling the
efficiency of such a drop 1, the efficiency of
the edge drop system is .9133
m flat » " "
.9433
it hill » " ii
.9933
Expressing these values in the form of a ratio, we have
Edge drop : Flat drop : Hill drop as .9133 : .94-33 : .9933, and
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we note that the hill drop system leads in the number of kernels per
100 hills dropped in the 2, 3, and ^--kernel hills.
(B) Comparing in a like manner the influence of the shape of
kernel, we have a ratio of efficiency between the three kinds of
corn, or three shapes of kernel, as regards the number of kernels
dropped per acre in the 2, 3, and 4-kernel hills as follows :-
Champ. White Pearl :Re id ' s Tel. Dent :Silver Mine as . 9333 : •. 9866 : . 9 766
,
and we note that Reid's Yellow Pent corn leads.
(C) Comparing the influence of the grades in a like manner we
have a ratio of efficiency between the three grades as follows :-
Hand sorted : Un sorted 11 a chine sorted : as .9733 : .96 : .9633,
and we note again that handsorted corn leads.
These ratios are brought together in Table VII for comparison.
- Table VII -
Ratios of the Factors for Efficiency in the Number of Kernels
Propped per acre in 2, 3 and ^-Kernel Hills. Value
of Perfect Drop 1.
Factor Sub Factor Rat i o
Prop Edge : Flat : Hill as .9133 : .9433 . 9933
Corn C . V' . P , : R . Y . P . : S . K
.
as
. 9333 : .9S66 : . 9766
Grade H.S. : Uns. : M.S. as
. 9733 : .96 : . 9633
;
From this com arison the following conclusions may be drawn)
1 - That the hill drop system gives the best results in the num-
ber of kernels dropped per acre in 2, 3, and 4—kernel hills.
2 - That Reid's Yellow Pent corn gives the best results in the
number of kernels dropped per acre in 2, 3> and ^-kernel
hills.
3 - Thai handsorted grade gives the best results in the number of
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4 -
kernels dropped per sore in 2, 3, and ^-kernel hills.
That Reid's Yellow Dent corn and handsorted grade give the
best results in the number of kernels dropped per acre in 2,
3, and 4-kernel hills as well as in 3-kernel hills as shown
previously.
There is a tendency at present for corn growers to drop 2 ker-
nels per hill, lessening the distance between hills and between rows,
If this practice is to be recommended^ then the 1-kernel hills, even
in this work, are to be considered more ideal than the ^-kernel
hills. In Table VIII the average of the 1, 2, and 3 kernel hills
are given for the different factors.
- Table VIII -
Averages of the 1, 2 and 3-Kernel Hills for the Various
Factors Expressed in Percentages.
Factors
% of Hills Factors
C ommonIs 2s 3s
Edge Drop 2.S7 15.06 76.62 Grade
and Corn
C ommon
Flat
.79 9.5 £1.31
Hill « .16 15.07 62.95
Handsorted Grade 1.03 11. 72 75. 5S Drop
and Corn
C ommon
Un sorted » 1.49 15.2 70.15
Ilachine sorted Grade 1.29 12 .71 75. IS
Champion White Pearl Corn 2.6-1 16.75 66.61 Grade
and Drop
C ommon
Reid's Yellow Dent » .46 10 .49 77.43
Silver Bine '»
.56 12.39 76 .66
From this table it is evident
1 - that a decrease in 3-kernel hills in the edge drop system is
accompanied by an increase in 1-kernel hills. This is not true with

the liill drop system where the number of 2-kemel hills is approxi-
mately the same as in the edge drop;
2 - that the flat drop system gives more 1- kern el hills, as well
as 3-kernel hills, than does the hill drop method;
3 - that the hill drop-- system gives the least number of kernels
per acre and the flat drop system the greatest; number when 1, 2 and
3-kernel hills are considered;
4 - that the grade has but little effect upon number of kernels
per acre when the 1, 2 and 3-kernel hills are considered. The un-
sorted corn, however, is noted to give the poorest results;
5 - that a decrease in 3-kernel hills in Champion White Pearl
corn is acoompanied by an increase in 1-kernel hills in a proportion
that is greater than the increase with Reid's Yellow Pent or Silver
Mine corns;
6 - that Reid's Yellow Dent corn gives a higher percentage of
3-kernel hills and a lesser percentage of 2 and 1-kernel hills than
Silver Mine corn.
- Other Points of Interest -
It has been stated that throughout the tests a difference in
efficiency of drop existed between the sides of the planters used.
In the Rac ine-Satt ley machine almost invariably the right side of
the machine gave the higher percentage of 1, 2, 4, and 5-kernel hills,
while the left side gave a higher percentage of 3s. This is espec-
ially true in tests in which the plates were interchanged, indicat-
ing that a difference between the sides lay elsewhere than in the
plates. In the Hayes planter the same condition was confronted, out
here the right side gave the higher percentage of 3-kernel hills.
In the Racine-Sattley machine this difference was not due to the
difference in plate holders for the same conditions existed in both
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the edge and the flat drop methods in which different
.
plat e holders
are used. It is suggested that the difference lies in the filling
devices.
From the depression in the surface of the corn in the hoppers
after a test was completed, it is evident that the pits are filled
immediately after emerging f&pm the "knock-out" ohamber. llanufact-
urers claim that a plate of large circumference will afford a better
drop because the pit must travel farther and thus enjoys more time
for filling. A test of 2500 hills was run to substantiate this
argument. One half the plate was out off by placing a partition
across the hopper and the half of the plate nearest the "cut-off"
only was allowed to fill. A slightly better test was obtained than
when the entire plate was exoosed. This is a suggestion for further
work.
It has been stated that a better test results when the hoppers
are kept well filled. A test of 2500 hills was run to investigate
this statement. Just enough corn was kept in the hopper to cover
the plate with a layer of corn about two inches deep. A poorer test
by 2 fS of 3-kernel hills was obtained than when the hopper was kept
well filled.
In the edge and flat systems of drop a 2-kernel hill was usually
followed by a ^--kernel hill when the best suited plate for the corn
was used. This suggests that one kernel was held in some manner in
the "knock-out" chamber.
- Conclusions -
As has been stated, the results of this work do not correlate
smoothly enough to warrant tne drawing of many conclusions. Infer-
ences with exceptions have been stated at appropriate points. The
general conclusions that may be drawn from the data presented are
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a.s follows
:
1 - That the edge arid flat drop systems gave better results
with all corns than does the hill drop system when 3-ker-
nel hills are sought.
2 - That unsorted oorn is inferior to handsorted and machine
sorted corn for accuracy of drop.
3 - That handsorted corn is best for the edge and hill drops,
and machine sorted best for the flat drop.
4 - That Champion White Pearl corn is not as accurately dropped
as Reid's Yellow Pent or Silver /line.
5 - That handsorting is the ber.t grading for Silver Mine and
Champion White Pearl corns, a;id machine sorting i3 the best
grading for Reid's Yellow Dent*
6 - That Reid's Yellow Dent corn factors in the greatest number
of best tests,
7 - That handsorted grade factors in the greatest number of best
tests,
S - That the flat drop system factors in the greatest number of
best tests for 3-kernel hills.
9 - That the hill drop system drops more kernels per acre in
2, 3, and 4-kernel hills than either of the other systems.
10 - That the hill drop system drops less blank hills and cracks
less corn than either of the other systems.
11 - That the flat drop system cracks more kernels than either
of the other drop systems.
12 - That a decrease in the number of 3-kernel hills with the
edge drop system, and also with Champion White Pearl oorn,
is accompanied by a decided increase in 1-kernel hills.

Suggestions for Further Work -
This work is far from complete tho the outline suggested in the
object of the tests has been fulfilled. In view of the fact that it
is fast beooming the practice of corn growers to plant 2-kernels per
hill instead of 3, future tests along these lines should he based on
2-kernel hills.
The factors under consideration in this work nay act decidedly
different with different makes of corn planters. It is suggested
then that at least three different makes of planters be used for each
of the common drop systems.
The oorns for future work should be prepared at the same time,
thoroughly mixed, and kept in bulk. A sufficient quantity of corn
should be used so that none of it is run a second time. An effort
should be made to test the difference between machine sorted corn
that is first handsorted and machine sorted corn taken directly from
the whole cob. Cooperative tests on corn-seed graders should be run
to obtain the difference in efficiencies and to loan assurance that
the best graie of machine sorted corn is used in the corn planter
tests.
An authentic side study should be conducted to determine the
factors in the planter mechanism which influence the accuracy of drop.
A glass window should be placed in the hopper side thru which the
operator could closely watch the action within the "cut-off" chamber.
- Suggestions for the Corn Grower -
The difference in the accuracy of drop between the "large",
*right", and "small" plates may be seen in Table I. This difference
may equal as high as 30^,and has a profound financial principle in-
volved, for the loss of stand per acre by not using the best suited
plate nay equal a good sum. Owners of corn planters are therefore

advised to carefully test the planter before going into the field.
Each test to determine the right sized plate should consist of at
least 500 hills, the first 50 of which should be discarded.
The hoppers should be kept well filled.
- Suggestions for the Manufacturer -
It was evident from actions noticed that the plates move too
rapidly to allow filling while in motion. I would suggest that the
plates move much more slowly and perhaps continuously,
A step should be taken to accomplish the feat of delivering the
kernel to the plate in the position in which the plaue is to use it.



